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FOREWORD
The ongoing process of digitisation is fundamentally changing the nature of the
retail trade. The speed and complexity of the process of change are enormous.
The consequences have implications for businesses but also for other areas such
as family life, leisure, education and mobility.
The growth of e-commerce has progressed unabated in recent years. Since 2011
it has in fact accelerated further compared with previous years to an average of
14% a year.1 However, total retail turnover in Germany has stagnated, with average
annual growth of just 1% over the same period. What are the consequences of this
for physical retailers?
It is widely understood that the growth of online commerce is tied to structural
change, and the physical sales floor is under pressure. Turnover and frequency
are migrating to the internet, sales floor productivity is decreasing, and 27%
of today’s 16- to 25-year-olds believe that online stores could replace physical
ones in the future.2 However, it’s also evident that the sales floor has not become
obsolete. Traditional retail will not go away – but it will certainly evolve.
The transparency of offerings and prices enabled by the internet has consequences
for the relationship between customers and businesses, and mobile communications
accelerate this process. More than ever before, it is the customer who dictates the pace.
In a highly competitive environment, the retail industry must focus on strengthening
its core competencies. Very little affects the customer relationship more strongly than
an attractive, customer-specific offering and expert advice. This means digital services
in the retail space can become an important success factor. The process of interaction
with online channels also offers new and exciting opportunities for physical retailers.
To exploit this potential, the retail industry must reassess its strategies and adapt its
business models accordingly.
In this study based on interviews with senior national and international retail executives,
Kurt Salmon and the HDE examine the future role of the retail space in the e-commerce
environment, identifying the key opportunities but also the challenges. Ultimately,
physical retail stores are and remain vital places where communication with customers,
experiences and emotions – in other words, where “trade” – actually take place.
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Managing Director

Hauptgeschäftsführer HDE
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A.		

Executive Summary

1.		 STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY
Based on current online turnover trends, the key
questions that arise are: Will the growth in online
channels prove to be sustainable? What roles will
physical retailing and e-commerce play? And what
does this mean for retailers’ alignment of strategy
and operations, regardless of whether their origin
is in traditional retail, e-commerce or mail order?
(See Exhibit 1.)
Four central observations about the future of
retail space form the framework for this study.
» The move from physical retail to online is finite –
the proportion represented by e-commerce will
reach a saturation point. This level of saturation
will vary among sectors, however, as the successful
adoption of online purchasing varies depending
on the product.
» The role of physical stores in an omnichannel
world will be influenced by the importance of
e-commerce in each sector or product category.

There will not be a single, textbook strategy for
physical retail. There will instead be different
industry business models or models for individual
segments of the industry, such as private label.
Retail space will remain indispensable, particularly
when it comes to creating emotional shopping
experiences, customer loyalty and support for
omnichannel processes.
» Omnichannel and the importance of e-commerce
must be included as a new dimension in the
definition of store concepts, from location to size
and design to the service offering. The number
and complexity of in-store processes will increase
and thus so will the demands on staff.
» Productivity measurement and success-oriented
management in the retail trade must be adapted
to this changing situation. New performance indicators and KPI systems are necessary to measure
the productivity of stores in the future and to
manage the new shopping experience.

Exhibit 1: Channel shifts in the retail sector
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Exhibit 2: Methodology used in the Kurt Salmon and HDE study
Method

» In-depth telephone interviews
» Abridged online survey

Period

» June – August 2014

Participants

» Turnover: EUR 50 m – 6.5 bn
» Retailers with and without online business, total of 37 companies
» Managing director, CEO, CIO or head of Strategy/ Multichannel/ Sales/ Retail

Industries

» Fashion, sports & accessories

55%

» Other retail

40%

» Online retailers/ mail order

Online retailing intensifies competition. Many
physical retailers are of course already benefiting
from increased online turnover due to their
omnichannel activity, but around two-thirds of
businesses are not active on the internet and
could be missing significant opportunities. Looked
at from a historical standpoint, the figures appear
to threaten physical retailers.
From the perspective of an online merchant, there
could be unlimited potential. The consumer is seeking a cross-channel purchasing capability. A clear
distinction between physical and online retailing is
becoming less important from the consumers’ point
of view. Instead, they are looking for outstanding
performance at all levels: range, sales pitch, online
product search, communication and the physical
purchase experience.
For this joint study by Kurt Salmon and the HDE,
senior executives3 of leading German and interna-

5%

tional retailers (including mono- and multibrand
fashion, sports and accessories retailers, and others
like food and DIY) were asked about the fundamental developments shaping the retail trade environment of the future and what will separate the
winners from the losers.
The purpose of the survey was to form a qualitative
opinion in response to the question: “What role will
the physical store play in the omnichannel world of
2020?” The respondents included pure online and
offline retailers, and those using an omnichannel
approach. (See Exhibit 2.)
The companies surveyed already report that an
average of 10% of turnover comes via e-commerce
(in-house and third-party e-commerce). The fashion
retailers in the survey – atypically for their sector
– were slightly lower, with a 6% share via e-commerce, due to the specific selection of companies.
(See Exhibit 3.)

2.		 KEY FINDINGS
From the survey of retail managers and an analysis
of secondary sources, we have drawn core conclusions about the future of physical retail space and
the retail trade as a whole:

3

» A
 lthough we initially assumed a further increase
in online turnover (internet and mobile), a majority of retail managers expect a stabilisation
of the online share at a long-term saturation
level of 20% to 30%.

Managing director or head of sales, e-commerce, marketing or business development
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Exhibit 3: Current omnichannel share of turnover among retailers surveyed
On average, the companies in the survey still achieve approximately
83% turnover from physical stores; fashion, sports and accessories
lag the overall online total
All
sectors1

Fashion, sports
& accessories

Other retail2

1%
4%

1%
4%

1%
4%

11%

9%

13%

86%

82%

84%

Physical

Internet & Mobile

Mail Order

Miscellaneous

1 Base: All surveyed companies excl. online/ mail order
2 Grocery, DIY, electronics, furniture, perfume, jewellery, miscellaneous

» In this “stable” environment, there are specific
roles for online and offline retail trade, defined
by the requirements of the channels.
» Retailers see the role of online channels principally in classic e-commerce terms: As in the past,
the expectations of the managers in the survey
are dominated by maximised ranges (long tail),
a precursor to in-store purchase and convenience.
» The role of stores is seen as being in brand and
product staging and the offering of personalised
sales advice and service. Although the offering
of omnichannel services will become critical to a
seamless customer experience, respondents do
not envisage a trend for stores to become purely
mini-depots, service points or showrooms. The
value proposition of the store is the social dimension and the actual in-store experience.

6
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» In this future environment, stores will be smaller
with more restricted, locally differentiated ranges;
at the same time demands on store staff and
marketing will increase.
» To accommodate these changes successfully,
retailers must: digitise stores more strongly but in
a strategically practical way; develop performance
indicators that accommodate the omnichannel
phenomenon; and orient staff training and bonus
systems towards omnichannel.
» Amid the digital configuration of the future
shopping experience in physical retail spaces,
three trends are becoming apparent. First, the
transfer of online services to in-store purchasing;
second, the development of solutions to manage
customer flows in the store to optimise sales
conversion; and third, the increasing use of digital
offerings to boost the quality of experience in
the store.

B.		 Detailed Results
3.		 THE FUTURE ROLE OF E-COMMERCE FROM A RETAIL PERSPECTIVE
The retailers surveyed initially expect strong to very
strong growth in internet turnover including m-commerce, with a further decrease assumed for mail
order sales in particular. (See Exhibit 4.)
The fashion, sports and accessories retailers
surveyed anticipate even more significant growth
than the other retailers. The reason may be the
relatively high need to “catch up” in e-commerce
on the part of the fashion retailers we surveyed.
However, it is also due to the fact that fashion, as
one of the most developed e-commerce markets,
is under particular pressure. In 2013, apparel was
one of the biggest product categories of e-commerce, with turnover of €7.1 billion.4

Even so, 42% of those surveyed expect that physical
retail and online retail will coexist as equals in
the future. The managers do not necessarily equate
“equals” with a 50:50 turnover split – by 2020
hardly any respondents expect an e-commerce
share of turnover exceeding 30% to 40%. Average
expectations are for a 20% to 25% share by 2020.
(See Exhibit 6.)
Most respondents assume that the e-commerce
share in individual categories, e.g. with high replenishment rates and product standardisation, will
turn out to be higher. But physical stores will
not disappear as long as customers seek varied
shopping situations.

However, the retailers are unanimous in their
expectations for long-term (to 2020) growth: Sixty-four percent of all those surveyed assume that
current strong levels of e-commerce growth will
weaken and that the internet and mobile channels
will reach a saturation point. (See Exhibit 5.)

Physical stores are not going to disappear.
Customers will always have different motivations to shop and hence will be looking for
different purchase environments. Retailers need
to understand how to address these shopping
motivations online and offline.
T. Cole, ex-Vice Chairman & CAO, Macy’s

Exhibit 4: Expected turnover growth by channel
Respondents expect a continuing shift from traditional channels to internet/ mobile – more strongly
in fashion, sports and accessories than in the other retail sectors
Fashion, sports
& accessories

All
sectors

strong
growth
+2
1.3

1.4

1.4

Other
retail

1.7
1.1

+1
0.2

0.1

0

1.0
0.3

0.0

–0.1
–1

–2
significant
reduction

–0.6
–1.0

Physical

–0.8

–1.2

Internet

Mobile

Mail Order

Miscellaneous

–2 = significant reduction, –1 = minor reduction, 0 = stable, +1 = minor growth, +2 = strong growth

Base: all surveyed companies excl. online/ mail order
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Exhibit 5: Expected development of share of e-commerce to 2020, %-age agreeing
Sixty-four percent of respondents expect that the online share will reach saturation; 42% of respondents
think it will have “the same importance” as physical stores

42%

64%

93%
50%

50%

“Physical retail space and the online
trade will exist side by side with equal
importance in the future.”

“The share of online business will not
grow further beyond a certain
degree of saturation.”
All sectors

21%

Fashion, sports & accessories

Other specialist retail

Base: all surveyed companies excl. online/ mail order; multiple responses permitted

Exhibit 6: Expected online share as %-age of turnover by 2020
Although “equal” means equivalent in consumer perception, the de facto share in the medium-term in
all sectors is still predicted to be <50%
Sector comparison

Fashion, sports & accessories

21%

24%

18%

26%

23%

All
sectors

Fashion, sports
& accessories

Other
retail

Monobrand

Multibrand

Base: all surveyed companies excl. online/ mail order

Monobrand fashion retailers expect a significantly
higher share of online turnover, averaging 29%. This
appears to reflect e-commerce becoming not only
an incremental sales channel for brand manufacturers, but an opportunity to establish a direct channel to customers, facilitating fully integrated brand
communications and locking in turnover.
Regarding the future role of e-commerce, respondents from the retail trade are unanimous: The top
three functions for the future are offering maximum
choice, providing informative preparation for retail
purchase, and convenience in terms of time and
accessibility. (See Exhibit 7.)
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We shouldn’t be distinguishing between “online”
and “offline”, but considering sales and brand
staging on a variety of devices – from iPads to
the “store device”. Especially for brands it is
important to take a pioneering role, to create
an integrated brand image and reach customers
everywhere with a single voice.
COO, global fashion brand

It does appear from the point of view of retailers
that the age of customer bargain hunting online
is over, as the executives we surveyed expect that
using the internet to find competitively priced
products won’t continue to be such a main focus in
the future. The reticence of the retailers regarding

“advanced” e-commerce functionality is also noteworthy; they recognise the increasing significance
of user communities and personalisation of offers,
but view it with caution. The greatest discrepancy
on this point can be seen between the responses of
mail order and online retailers. Physical and online
retailers generally rate the importance of user
community feedback as a role of online channels
roughly equally, but online managers see much
greater potential in the concept of “personalised
recommendations”. As a fundamental prerequisite,
respondents cite well-developed algorithms; pure
online players with a correspondingly technically
oriented company culture are a priori better equipped for this than traditional store-based retailers.
Even the leading physical retail managers appear
not to have fully integrated the e-commerce aspect
of the omnichannel model into their vision as of yet.
Convenience and comfort are certainly two
of the major advantages of the online channel.
The online environment also offers good opportunities to talk to customers about personalised
offers and individual recommendations –
provided the algorithms are correct and the
recommendations are customer-relevant.
Dr. S. Zoll, Vice President, eBay Germany

In the future, e-commerce and brick-and-mortar
will have to work together: E-commerce is for
commodity purchases that are standards, brickand-mortar is for experience and individualised
advice.
N. Crespin, COO, Michael Kors

To fulfil this future role, the online channels must
focus on functionality. Retailers in the miscellaneous specialised trade and multibrand fashion,
sports and accessories categories emphasise
technical aspects of an excellent online presence,
for example, seamless payment processing, transparency in the order processing, reliable and fast
logistics, and user-friendly websites. Multibrand
retailers especially should highlight the importance
of themed product range structures from a variety of
perspectives in order to meet a variety of customer
needs and purchase motivations.
Especially for [multibrand] premium retailers it
is important to offer a variety of gateways into
categories online, inspiring the customer to proceed to purchase.
J. Diekmann, Head of Cross-Channel & Business
Development, Parfümerie Douglas

Exhibit 7: Expected future role of e-commerce
Respondents regard the offering of a maximised range as the key task of the online channel;
personalised or user-driven offerings are seen as secondary
Offer maximised range (endless aisles)

8.4

By contrast, online
retailers see the
physical trade in a
preparatory role

Circumvent opening hours and accessibility
Preparation for physical purchase

8.1
8.1

Niche product offering (long tail)

7.9

Process everyday repeat purchases

7.5

Offer especially competitively priced products

6.9

Purchase stimulus from user communities

6.4

Offer bulky goods
Provide individually tailored recommendations
0 = Disagree completely; 10 = Agree completely
Base: all surveyed companies

Online retailers hold a different
opinion and strongly regard the
internet in a pioneering role

6.2
6.0
0

6

7

8

9

10

Average of all expectations
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In the retail trade the priority is maximum
convenience and efficiency for the customer,
regardless of whether the transaction is online
or offline. The processes for direct product availability, rapid order fulfilment, reliable payment
systems and transparency about order status
must be expanded in both worlds. With the
passage of time there will barely be differences
between the channels.
R. Sperrle, CIO, Tengelmann
Monobrand fashion retailers see the functional
challenges especially in implementing a seamless
shopping experience based on fully integrated
channels. This dictates the functional requirements
of the online presence, from complementary crosschannel assortments and loyalty programmes to
cross-channel logistics.

Small- and medium-sized retailers face especially difficult challenges in the development of
omnichannel models and strategies. For example,
a low-density store network limits the possibility
of offering fully integrated omnichannel services.
As a result, these retailers must be fundamentally
more creative in devising their own online and
omnichannel models.
An individual approach to online business must be
adopted in order to differentiate oneself from the
major retailers; address the omnichannel requirements of one’s own, possibly local, customers; and
to intelligently compensate for things like volume
disadvantages. In this context, third-party platforms
can play an important role. They offer small- and
medium-sized retailers an online sales channel
without the retailer having to develop the required
infrastructure themselves.

A key theme is the complete integration of
channels – wherever the customer happens to
be, they must have the sense of a “single view”.
This drives online and offline functionalities.
COO, global fashion brand

4.		 THE FUTURE ROLE OF STORES FROM A RETAIL PERSPECTIVE
Brand and product staging, event creation, service
and advice – these are the key areas respondents
regard as the key roles of stores in the future,
regardless of whether brick-and-mortar or mail
order/ online retailer, and almost regardless of
the individual sector.
Is a return to traditional retail trade virtues the
answer to e-commerce? To a certain extent – but
not entirely. All respondents see the need to maintain traditional retail virtues, but in a more radical
and better thought-through way, because 80% of
respondents do not expect a revival of the traditional
store. The managers surveyed believe physical
stores must make brands a tangible experience,
provide satisfying browsing and inspire spontaneous purchases, offering customers true “quality
of stay” and taking the opportunity to offer real
experiences and human contact in a digitised world,
e.g. via events or “in-stay services” embedded in
the purchase. (See Exhibit 8.)
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In this respect, it is important for technology to be
seamlessly integrated with human contact in the
retail space; otherwise, the social component of
the shopping experience will be lost. This requires
the development of strategies prioritising experience-oriented elements and promoting shopping
as a leisure pursuit, as well as creating a profile
that contrasts with the strongly informationand transaction-driven online business.

Shopping, especially for apparel, has a social
and fun factor. People do not go shopping only
to acquire necessities. They go shopping to
spend time with friends and family and to meet
people. THIS is an element that no eShop will
ever provide.
T. Cole, ex-Vice Chairman & CAO, Macy’s

Exhibit 8: Expected future role for stores
The key tasks for stores in the future will be to make the experience with brands and retailers a
tangible one, inspire purchases and present a curated offering
Make brands tangible

8.5

Inspire spontaneous purchase

8.1

Facilitate browsing of a curated offering

8.1

Sell advice-intensive products

7.7

Location for brand and retailer events

7.5

Pickup point for online orders

6.4

Offer local products

6.3

Service point

5.9

Mini-depot

5.0

Pure showroom
0 = Disagree completely; 10 = Agree completely

4.9
0

Base: all surveyed companies

Event creation is still largely neglected today.
We should not underestimate the importance
of events in securing regular customers’ loyalty
– especially in the premium sector, where it is
also crucial to underscore the customer’s membership in an exclusive circle.
Dr. S. Potyka, CEO, Van Laack

Advice and service are the two major vectors.
Improved advice is a necessity in an age when
customers are at times better informed than
shop staff. It’s also important to be responsive
to customer requirements, for instance, through
sales staff having the technical capability to
access customer purchase histories.
Although retail stores are currently cautious about
the significance of personalised offers on the
internet, customers have long been accustomed
to online retailers knowing their preferences. This
leads to an expectation for getting the same personalised service in physical retail stores. Advice and
services should not be limited to the services and
products offered in the store, but should actively
incorporate omnichannel (service) advice.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Average of all expectations

In every respect stores must switch from today’s
predominantly reactive mode to a proactive
consulting mode both in-store and in online
services. Omnichannel services must be clearly
communicated and their added value demonstrated.
J. Diekmann, Head of Cross-Channel & Business
Development, Parfümerie Douglas

Data and customer analysis is naturally further
advanced on the internet. However, we should
not underestimate the connection and relationship between regular customers and staff. The
retail trade must find ways of better exploiting
staff expertise – data mining of the staff, as
it were.
M. Ramelow, CEO, Modehaus Gustav Ramelow

A good range, excellent sales advice, sales staff
boasting cross-channel knowledge and adaptation to special requests of the (online) customer
will be success factors for physical stores.
Director of E-Commerce, global fashion brand
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Respondents believe that converting stores
predominantly into mini-depots, service points
or pure showrooms is not an option – at the end
of the day, this would render retail space per
se obsolete. The concept of “showrooming” in
particular is regarded critically – the customer
desire to leave the store physically carrying their
purchases, especially in categories where the
customer has already developed an emotional link
to the product during the purchase process, is too
strong. Nevertheless, some respondents believe
that variety will be a preserve of the internet in
the future. Stores will offer a customer-oriented
assortment; for broad choice, customers will turn
to the ’Net. However, this can also lead to virtual
“endless aisles” in the store, allowing customers
to view additional products on digital devices
and potentially even virtually try them out.

Customers in stores want to experience real
products. In the fashion sector, customers
develop an emotional relationship with the
product during the purchase experience itself,
identifying with it and wanting to proudly carry
it home. Pure showrooming does not do the job.
J. Huber, CEO, Garhammer

There remains the question of options for retailers
in strongly transaction-based sectors such as DIY
or food. At present, pressure from online channels is
still fundamentally lower than in fashion, for example.
This is because of the considerably more complex
and therefore cost-intensive logistics involved.
However, it must be acknowledged that this merely
represents a delay, not a long-term situation. The
sectors in question must take the opportunity to
strengthen their store-based businesses while
simultaneously building up links to their online
business, rather than slipping into a reactive posture
like some sectors of the apparel industry have done.
In this respect, however, it is also significant that
the future role of stores in more transaction-based
sectors will not be identical to those in fashion. An
enhanced shopping experience for a longer stay in
the store or even elevating shopping to a shared
leisure pursuit appears less promising when customers expect to make purchases quickly, efficiently
and simply. Emotionalising the purchase experience

12
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is not only a greater challenge, it calls into question
the degree to which it can represent a core strategy
in tackling e-commerce.
Naturally, there are exceptions, such as food providers offering premium ranges. The emotionalisation
of retail space can also strengthen the position of
the store against online channels in such cases, but
especially against store-based competitors.
In the context of these future roles for physical stores, if we compare the current and desired situation
regarding omnichannel services, it is noteworthy
that managers are particularly targeting services
with a RoPo dimension (research online, purchase
offline or vice versa). (See Exhibit 9.) In terms
of both installed and planned services, in-store
pickups, returns and online availability checks of
store inventories top the list of priorities.
At the same time, the respondents say that it is precisely these services that do not satisfy customers’
core requirements. A customer ordering online does
so for reasons including convenience. However,
collecting a product from or returning it to a store
adds no value if it can also be simply collected or
returned by post. Retailers must clearly identify for
themselves the services most demanded by customers and those services which must be offered for
strategic reasons aimed at strengthening their
stores’ position.
When it comes to the digitisation of retail space,
mobile payments, QR code information and personalised offers currently dominate managers’
agendas. It is noteworthy that cross-channel communication and marketing initiatives such as campaigns and loyalty programmes, which are currently
much less prevalent than, for instance, in-store
returns, do not have a high development priority.
We must ask how retailers intend to achieve the
goal of offering a seamless customer experience
if cross-channel communication and promotion
remain a low priority.

Exhibit 9: Currently available vs. planned future omnichannel services, %-age of businesses surveyed

Store services

In-store pickup

53%

In-store return

58%

Personalised offers
Mobile payments

75%
31%

Online kiosks

39%

58%
53%

Availability check

86%

31%
22%

Reserve advice appointments

78%

17%

50%

14%

Online orders delivered to stores

42%
36%

28%

Loyalty programmes

25%

Vouchers

47%
31%

Campaigns
Cross-channel basket

64%

22%

Product reservations

28%
3%

Base: all surveyed companies

5.

64%
39%

Customer reviews

Cross-channel

83%

14%

QR code information

Advice from sales staff

92%

47%

Virtual displays and tools

Online services

94%

44%
39%

25%
Current

Future

CONSEQUENCES FOR RETAILERS

What are the consequences of the future roles
of online transactions and physical stores in an
omnichannel retail world and its core services?
What do the changes mean for product assortments, staff and marketing, and, ultimately, for
the physical store and its retail location? (See
Exhibit 10.)
1. Assortments will be more focused and specifically
tailored to local customer preferences. However,
even here differentiation will be required – e.g.
whereas respondents from (international) monobrand retailers see less scope for locally differentiated ranges due to strategic considerations,
multibrand retailers see a significant opportunity
to generate incremental turnover via regionally tailored assortments. However, retailers are
unanimous in their conviction that thanks to the

“online long tail” option, range planning aimed
at reducing complexity for the customer must
be a core feature of physical retail.
2. Demands on staff will increase, in terms of both
expertise and cross-channel competency. On
one hand, expertise is essential to ensure the
store’s advisory advantage compared with
online channels. However, respondents also
identified the need for greater expertise with
regard to online/ offline customer management.
3. In-store marketing must be personalised, digitised, localised and better integrated across
all channels. Interestingly, respondents confirm the importance of this issue – even though
cross-channel communication was a long way
down the retailers’ agendas. The need for harmo-
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Exhibit 10: Expected growth of core retail drivers
Physical stores will be …
… more diverse

7.7

… physically smaller

7.2

… physically bigger

4.0

Assortments will be …
… more specific to local customers

6.7

… more restricted

6.3

… more virtual

5.9

… broader

3.5

Staff will …
… require greater sales/ advisory expertise

8.3

… approach customers more as individuals

7.9

… also proactively promote the online channel

7.5

… take an important role in communities

6.4

… become more like service providers than sales staff

4.8

Marketing will be …
… more personalised

8.3

… more integrated

8.1

… more digital

7.8

… more local
0 = Disagree completely; 10 = Agree completely

7.0

0

Base: all surveyed companies

nised cross-channel activities to promote brand
building was by no means noted exclusively by
vertical brand retailers.
4. Store formats within a retail network will be
more diverse – and smaller. The idea that “online
= long tail” dominates expectations. Omnichannel concepts will prompt more flexible store-specific assortments. As a result, retailers can adopt
new formats and profiles. “Big-box format” sectors such as DIY, furniture or sports might open
premium city-centre facilities. Expanding store
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Average of all expectations

networks may again make sense if there is no
need to stock the full range.
5. Store management will change in three fundamental ways:
1. Incorporating the impact of omnichannel into
success measures
With the expectation that stores will become
smaller and embedded in an overall network of
omnichannel purchase and service processes,
respondents are unanimous in seeing an increased
need to incorporate the impact of omnichannel

when measuring productivity. This relates not
only to online/ offline impacts but offline/ offline
ones as well. One U.S. manager emphasised this
using the example of a small store in a B-grade
location: “In the past this store served its catchment area. Its own turnover has decreased now,
because customers are purchasing ‘standards’
on the internet and ‘specialties’ in the city centre.
However, the store frequently accepts returns
both from the internet and downtown stores, so
total operating volumes may have increased – so
measuring its productivity solely on the basis of
turnover per square foot would be fatal.”
Sales staff success must remain measurable – even if the customer is passed
on to e-commerce following the pitch.
Staff and store productivity measurement
needs to change accordingly.
COO, global fashion brand
2. Training and incentivising staff for cross-channel
processes
Where the requirement is to create a seamless
customer experience, sales staff must be trained
to support the omnichannel services on offer
and actively promote them. Furthermore, most
respondents see a risk if staff in the store and at
the online distribution centre continue to think
and act according to a silo mentality. Even today
the central challenge for many respondents is
to dispel the notion of physical vs. online store
but to instead adopt “buy from us vs. from our
competitors”. Appropriately structured incentive
programmes are necessary to create a change
of mentality among staff in the same way that
they’re needed to facilitate the culture change
required among senior management.

3. Omnichannel inventory management and the
key role of the supply chain
Omnichannel services such as click-and-collect
or in-store returns will cause complexity not only
in store processes, but also in store network inventory management. This includes the planning
of re-supply cycles and parametres for central
warehousing, regional depots and stores in order
to secure delivery routes and variegated fulfilment options at high availability levels, service
levels and inventory efficiency, despite more complex requirement structures. This in turn demands
full transparency regarding stock levels, availability and service levels – at all times and at every
point of contact with the customer. At the same
time, network structures and distribution centres
must be adapted to balance competitive delivery
times and reliability with minimising costs.
If these key consequences of omnichannel development on assortments, staff, marketing and store
management can be successfully addressed in a
way that incorporates individual positioning, our
survey fundamentally suggests that store-based
retailers will not experience an existential threat
from ongoing growth in e-commerce. The opportunity for the store-based retail trade is rooted in its
“physical” attributes and the human face presented
by its staff. New technology can help to revive what
was lost in the shift away from family-run individual
specialist stores: personalised service to the customer with a purchase and contact history – not an
anonymous transaction participant. Properly understood and implemented, CRM will be of critical
importance.

The future role of store-based retail trade will be
as a meeting point and marketplace.
M. Rauschen, CEO, Lengermann & Trieschmann

		Inculcating omnichannel service thinking in store staff is also a question of
incentivisation. Ideally omnichannel sales
success will be reflected in individual
remuneration.
		 L. Mandac, Supervisory Board Chairman,
Galeria Kaufhof
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The local impact of online retailing in the urban context
The structural change driven by the growth in
e-commerce is generating pressure on retailers,
but also on their locations, particularly city
centres. We see decreasing customer frequency
in many places, calling into question the “downtown retail” business model. In an HDE survey,
more than 60% of retailers reported fewer customer visits in the past two years. Frequency loss
especially affects specialist retailers and central
downtown locations in all sizes of cities.

During a period of upheaval, commercial enterprises cannot be saddled with additional burdens;
it is instead the time for financial and bureaucratic relief and a legal framework ensuring
fair competition among all retail distribution
channels.
The appropriate framework must be in place to
facilitate decision making by consensus. To that
end, a study is being conducted in cooperation
with the Federal Ministry for Nature, Construction
and Nuclear Safety (BMUB), in close liaison with
leading community organisations, to examine
the potential impact of online shopping on inner
cities, suburbs and town centres. The aim is to
examine the impact on local construction, planning and structural considerations. The conclusions will be used as the basis for recommendations for action: how and with what instruments
should development in city and town centres
be actively managed and configured against
a background of change prompted by online
shopping. The results of the study will be
released in late 2015.

Towns and communities must maintain and
improve their attractiveness as retail locations.
Functional variety, high quality of stay and good
accessibility are key targets of location policies.
The retail trade relies upon efficient and productive local transportation, modern infrastructure
and attractive surroundings. Cultural programmes,
green space and historic buildings can contribute
to the experience of shopping in the city.

Exhibit 11: Making retail locations more attractive
More than half the retailers surveyed called for improvements to the accessibility of retail locations,
especially for automotive traffic
Question

What should towns and municipalities do to maintain and increase their appeal as retail locations?

Improved
accessibility

57.8

Investment in
public spaces

48.8

Responsible
town planning

42.7

Significantly increased
customer frequency

34.6

Other

Extract

21.8

Source: Handelsverband Germany (HDE)

|

81.7

In public
transportation

49.4

For bicycle users

23.9

For pedestrians
Other

20.6
5.0

48.8% of respondents regard investment in public spaces as necessary to increase the appeal
of retail locations

Source: IFH Institute for Trade Research
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6.		 DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY ON THE SALES FLOOR: THE STORE OF THE FUTURE
What will the store of the future look like? How
will it be in a position to serve customers in a more
integrated, individual, inspiring and intelligent way?
How can new digital technologies best be implemented? Three trends are currently apparent:
1. The transfer of services that customers have
learned to appreciate from the online world to
physical stores
Online shoppers value the direct provision of
detailed product information, comparison tools and
access during the purchase process – if available –
to a broad base of reviews by previous customers.
Digital solutions that bring these “services” to
physical retail can already be observed today in a
handful of innovative enterprises. Frequently these
concentrate on providing solutions and bringing
additional product information to the retail space –
such as Breuninger’s shoe app, available to sales
staff at Breuninger in Düsseldorf, to provide consumers with current information regarding their
choice of products at the POS.
Another example are the videos and fashion tips
available to shoppers at Macy’s via QR codes on
cosmetic products in-store. However, we also have
some initial examples of social feedback integrated
into the retail space: As part of its “Fashion Like”
campaign, C&A Brazil has implemented access
to its customers’ Facebook “likes” for selected
products via digital displays on clothes hangers
located on the sales floor. This may still be a
pioneering experiment in the area of in-store social
feedback with low scalability, but it builds on a
facet of online shopping that is especially familiar
to younger consumers.
2. The development of solutions allowing better
analysis of the “customer’s journey through the
store” and optimising it to drive sales conversion
The standard procedure for an online shop is to
track and analyse customer progression around
the website and configure it to promote and close
sales or to analyse users’ purchase and browsing
histories to compile offers with a higher probability
of purchase. By implementing new technologies
similar logic can be applied to physical stores.

For example, luxury department store Neiman
Marcus equips its sales staff with a service app to
call up registered customers’ purchasing histories
and thus enable them to target their pitch specifically to the requirements of the customer in question.
It is important to integrate digital solutions in
the sales and advice process. People, not machines, do the selling. Technology supports that.
L. Mandac, Supervisory Board Chairman,
Galeria Kaufhof

If sales-oriented solutions are not incorporated into
the personal advice given by store staff, a central
challenge – at least for the time being – is recognising the store’s returning customers. As the use
of automated face recognition software is often
controversial not only on legal but also moral
grounds, added-value mechanisms must be found
to encourage customers to check in voluntarily,
perhaps with exclusive offers or discounts.
In this context we must also monitor non-merchantspecific services such as shopping app Shopkick,
which enables the customer to earn check-in points
at a variety of retailers. Whether this or similar
services can become established cannot be
predicted at this stage.
3. The increasing use of digital technology
to enhance the quality of stay in the store –
intelligent, digital “entertainment”
The use of equipment such as video screens is
hardly a revolution. For example, fashion retailers
have long experimented with monitors playing
images or runway shows to entertain customers.
However, innovative retailers nowadays create
integrated brand experiences using audiovisual
installations, interactively drawing in the customer.
An especially innovative high-end example is
Burberry’s flagship store in London, where the
brand is lavishly celebrated in digital form. For
example, thanks to RFID chips in selected items
of clothing, mirrors are transformed into displays
showing exclusive video material about the item.
It is certainly a costly solution – but a 12% increase
in in-store turnover in 2013 appears to justify
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Burberry’s investment. Another example is
Uniqlo’s digital mirrors, which enable the customer
to change the colour of items of clothing at the
touch of a button when trying on the item in front
of the mirror. These widely contrasting solutions
share a surprising and playful approach to technology, captivating the customer and offering added
value – so the initial requirement is for creativity
and only afterwards for investing money.

The focus, at least in the United States, is the
app or the system that enables a retailer to give
in-store digital services to customers – on their
own device.
T. Cole, ex-Vice Chairman & CAO, Macy’s

We cannot currently predict which technical
solutions will prevail in the process of digitisation –
retailers are testing displays, tablets, apps, etc.
Managers based in the United States, where digitisation of the retail space was tackled earlier than in
Europe, advise that gimmickry should be avoided.
The goal must be incorporation on the customer’s
device, e.g. their smartphone, part of their familiar
media environment, by offering apps bundling all
the retailer’s communications and services. The
advantages of this strategy are that it is applied
where younger customers in particular spend their
time; it reduces media barriers in time-shifted interactions with retailers; and, finally, it promises real
cost savings on digital equipment in the store.

7.		 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Four central assumptions about the future of retail
space provided the starting point for this study.
Our interviews with senior retail executives largely
confirmed these theories. In particular, there was
unanimity about the finite nature of the growth
of e-commerce and that a stable split in turnover
between online and offline will arrive.
We also see as confirmed the thesis that in this
“stable” environment, online and offline retail businesses will adopt specific roles whereby the majority
of physical stores will become locations for brand
and product staging, conveying emotions, sales
advice and service. However, we were surprised by
the respondents’ consistent one-sidedness regarding
the future role of the physical stores – respondents
with store-based DNA in particular are still thinking
less progressively and are much less willing to
consider the opportunities for personalisation
and the tailoring of digital offerings.
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On the other hand, the retail trade has recognised
that e-commerce and omnichannel offer the chance
to vary and rethink retail concepts (location, store
formats, service offering) and that omnichannel
is not necessarily a danger to physical retail, but
rather offers a chance to reconfigure.
However, to maximise this opportunity the retail
trade must undertake extensive change, including
its in-store business. The focus is on new processes,
management systems, IT infrastructure and even
staffing requirements. Larger retailers are certainly
better equipped financially to meet this challenge.
However, our study also shows that small- and
medium-sized retailers can compensate for disadvantages of scale through the creative and intelligent implementation of third-party solutions.
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